
        

                                                                                                                           Marks Obtained:                

        I.   Answer the following questions.                                                                         (2 marks) 

Q1. Where are the market boats gathered?                 

 

 

Q2. How does Lamai reach the floating market everyday? 

 

 

  II.  Frame interesting sentence using the given phrase.                                           (1 mark) 

1.   different from -     

 

  

 

  

 

III. Choose the right homophone.  

                                                                                                                                      (1 mark) 
1. Could you give me __________ water? 

 

 The answer of addition is called as __________ 

 

IV.  Write the opposites for the following words.                                                 (1.5 marks) 

1.  floating ×   _____________          2. clean ×    ______________         3. load x   _____________ 
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V.    Match the word to its meaning.                                                                       (2.5 marks) 

 

1. souvenir a. 
the shape of a person or an animal that is made  

of stone or metal 

2. statues b. something which you buy or keep to remember a  

special event or a place you have visited 

3.  tourists c. footpath 

4. chatter d. people who travel to or visit a place for pleasure 

5 walkway e. talk in a friendly and informal way with friends 

 

 

                         1. _______               2. _______                  3._______                   4. _______                 5._______   

   

VI.   Match the phrases to make complete sentences and write in the blanks.  (4 marks)  

                 

Mary has on Friday mornings 

John plays football at the door 

The visitor knocked through the hoop 

The tiger jumped three older brothers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

VII.    Put question tags for the following statements.                                         (2 marks) 
 

 

 

    1.     You can’t ride a bicycle, ____________________? 

   2.      Ben is not hungry, __________________? 

   3.      Rani has studied the whole day, ______________________? 

   4.      We must be helpful, ____________________________? 

VIII.  Match the statements with the correct question tags.                              (2 marks) 

   1.     India and China are located in Asia                          (a) didn’t she? 

   2.     She cut her hair                                                           (b) isn’t he? 

   3.     Sam is in the library                                                    (c) did we? 

   4.     We didn’t watch the movie                                         (d) aren’t they? 

  

1. __________   2.__________ 3.___________ 4.__________ 

 

IX.    Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.                              (4 marks) 

          My family lives in the city. Each summer I go to my uncle’s farm with my family. We spend 

          three  weeks  there with  uncle Joe.  When we are there  uncle Joe takes me for a ride on his  

          enormous tractor.  He lets me  feed his chickens.  It  is fun to watch  him milk his cows.  My  

          sister,  Molly,  likes  to go out by the lake to feed the ducks  and watch them swim.  She also  

          likes to help gather eggs in the morning and bring them inside.  Then Aunt Betty cooks the  

          eggs for all of us.                                                      

         Answer the following questions. 

Q1)  Where does my family live? 

 

Q2)  Where do we go each summer? How long do we stay there? 

 

     

    Q3)  Complete this sentence.  

    Molly likes to go out by the lake to_____________________and  _____________________ 

  

 Q4)   Pick out the word used to describe the tractor. ____________________________________ 


